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Abstract
This paper studies the power of non-restricted preprocessing on a communication graph

G, in a synchronous, reliable system. In our scenario, arbitrary preprocessing can be
performed on G, after which a sequence of labeling problems have to be solved on di erent
subgraphs of G. We suggest a preprocessing that produces an orientation of G. The goal

is to exploit this preprocessing for minimizing the radius of the neighborhood around each
vertex from which data has to be collected in order to determine a label. We de ne a set of
labeling problems for which this can be done. The time complexity of labeling a subgraph
depends on the topology of the graph G and is always less than minf(G); O((log n)2)g. On
the other hand, we show the existence of a graph for which even unbounded preprocessing
does not allow fast solution of a simple labeling problem. Speci cally, it is shown that a
processor needs to know its (log n= loglog n)-neighborhood in order to pick a label.
Finally, we derive some results for the resource allocation problem. In particular, we
show that (log n= loglog n) communication rounds are needed if resources are to be fully
utilized. In this context, we de ne the compact coloring problem, for which the orientation
preprocessing provides fast distributed labeling algorithm. This algorithm suggests ecient
solution for the resource allocation problem.
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1 Introduction
The time required to perform certain computations in message-passing systems depends, in
many cases, on the locality of information, i.e., the distance to which information should be
forwarded. Clearly, within t communication rounds, a processor can get information only from
processors located within distance t. The study of problems that are local, i.e., in which the
value of a processor depends only on its close-by neighborhood, has attracted much attention,
e.g., [13, 16, 12, 18, 11]. This study assumed that processors have no knowledge about the
network topology. In many common scenarios, this is not the situation: If the same problem
has to be solved many times on di erent sub-networks of a xed network G, then it might be
worthwhile to conduct some preliminary preprocessing on G.
We study labeling problems, in which each processor has to pick a label, subject to some
restrictions on the labeling of the whole network. We allow arbitrary preprocessing on G.
Afterwards, several instances of the same labeling problem need to be solved on di erent
sub-networks G0 of G. All processors of G can participate in the algorithm when a particular
sub-network G0 is labeling itself, but only the processors of G0 have to pick labels. It is assumed
that the system is synchronous and operates in rounds; there is no bound on message length,
and local computation is unlimited. Furthermore, we assume the system is completely reliable.
The preprocessing attempts to increase the locality of the problem, i.e., decrease the radius of
the neighborhood a processor v needs to know in order to pick a label.
The preprocessing we present produces an orientation that assigns priorities to the processors. Later, when a processor has to compute its label in some subgraph G0 , it only considers
processors with higher priorities. We de ne a parameter that quanti es the quality of these
orientations, denoted by t(G). t(G) depends on the topology of G, and it is always less than
minf(G); O((log n)2)g.
We de ne extendible labeling problems, in which a labeled graph can be extended by an
independent set of vertices to a larger labeled graph without invalidating the original labels.
The maximal independent set problem and the ( + 1)-coloring problem are extendible. We
suggest an ecient preprocessing on G which allows to solve these problems within t(G) rounds
on any subgraph of G. We also discuss a distributed randomized preprocessing on G that takes
O((log n)2) rounds and enables to solve these problems on any subgraph of G within O((log n)2)
rounds. This gives a distributed randomized algorithm for compact coloring. Bar-Noy et al.
([6]) have shown that this algorithm provides ecient solutions to the resource allocation
problem, for a large class of graphs.
We introduce a problem in which processors have to communicate with processors at a nonconstant distance, even after unbounded preprocessing. The problem is k-dense coloring, which
is a restricted coloring problem. A coloring is k-dense if every vertex with color c > k should
have a neighbor with color c0 ; c k  c0  c 1. Note that validating that a coloring is k-dense
requires only checking with the neighbors (i.e., processors that are at distance 1). We prove that
there exists a network on which processors must know their (log n= log log n)-neighborhood
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in order to pick a color. That is, for some networks, even unbounded preprocessing does not
allow to solve the problem locally.
The locality of distributed computations was rst studied by Cole and Vishkin, who showed
in [9] that a 3-coloring of a ring requires only the knowledge of a O(log n)-neighborhood; this
bound was shown to be tight by Linial [12]. The more general problem of computing labels
locally was studied by Naor and Stockmeyer [16] in the case where no preprocessing is allowed.
They present local algorithms for some labeling problems whose validity can be checked locally,
and also show that randomization does not help in making a labeling problem local. In followup work, Mayer, Naor and Stockmeyer [15] consider the amount of initial symmetry-breaking
needed in order to solve certain labeling problems.
Other, less related, works studied coloring and the maximal independent set problem in
graphs (e.g., Goldberg, Plotkin and Shannon [11], Szegendy and Vishwanathan [18], and Panconesi and Srinivasan [17]). Another use of graph-theoretic techniques for local algorithms
appears in works on sparse partition [2, 14]. In these works, preprocessing is applied in order
to partition a graph into graphs with small diameters. Given such a partition, it is possible to
solve the problem locally for each sub-graph and then compose the resulting labels. See also
the survey by Linial [13], which describes other works on locality in distributed computation.
Preprocessing is very helpful in the context of on-going problems, such as resource allocation [7], where jobs with con icting resource requirements have to be scheduled eciently. An
instance of the problem is a communication graph G. The vertices represent processors, and
there is an edge between a pair of processors if they may compete on a resource. The resource
requirements of a processor may vary, and current requirements are represented by a dynamic
con ict graph C , where the vertices are processors waiting to execute their jobs, and there is
an edge between two processors that currently compete on some resource. (Note that C  G.)
We consider a restricted version of the resource allocation problem: A schedule is k-compact,
if for every waiting processor pi , in every k rounds, either pi runs, or there exists some con icting
neighbor of pi which runs. This guarantees that pi is delayed only because one of its con icting
neighbors is running.
The lower bound for the k-dense coloring problem implies that there is no preprocessing
which enables a distributed k-compact schedule within less than (log n= log log n) rounds.
We present a distributed algorithm which is -compact, where  is a known upper bound on
the execution time of a job; the algorithm uses preprocessing that produces a t-orientation.
The response time of our algorithm is i  + t(G), with i the degree of pi in C .
The resource allocation problem was introduced by Chandy and Misra [7]. In their de nition, known as the dining philosophers problem, the resource requirements of the processors
are static. We consider the dynamic version of the problem, known as the drinking philosophers problem. Several algorithms for the drinking philosophers problem are known. Without
preprocessing, the best algorithm to date [5] achieves O(i  +  log n) response time, where i
is the degree of pi in C and  is the maximal degree in C . In contrast, by using preprocessing,
our algorithm achieves a response time of i  + t(G). An algorithm that relies on preprocessing
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(which colors the communication graph to induce priorities between processors) and achieves
a response time of O( 2) was presented in [8].
The usage of a preprocessing that induces an orientation of the con ict graph was rst
considered in [7]; Barbosa and Gafni [4] present theoretical results concerning the maximal
concurrency which may be achieved using orientation. Like our algorithms, in these papers,
the orientation is used to induce priorities between processors, so as to decrease the waiting
time of processors. However, in this work the quality of a graph orientation is measured as the
maximal directed length in the graph, which corresponds to the maximal waiting chain for a
particular processor. In contrast, our measure for the quality of an orientation is the maximal
undirected distance between two processors that are connected by a directed path. This allows
us to combine the orientation preprocessing with a local distributed labeling algorithm, such
that the resulting waiting time for each processor is bounded by a small constant, although
the length of the maximal directed path may equal to the size of the graph.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some basic de nitions.
In Section 3 we study labeling problems: we derive a lower bound for a labeling problem that
holds also for the case, where unbounded preprocessing is allowed; we introduce the t-orientation
preprocessing and prove that this preprocessing provides ecient labeling algorithms for certain
problems. Section 4 deals with the resource allocation problem: we present the lower bound for
k-compact resource allocation, and a distributed algorithm for -compact resource allocation
using t-orientation. We conclude in Section 5 with some problems, which are left open by our
work.

2 Preliminaries
Model of Computation: We consider a distributed message-passing system with n proces-

sors p1 ; : : :; pn. The network connecting the processors is modeled as a graph where vertices
correspond to processors and there is a bidirectional communication link between every pair
of adjacent processors.
We assume the system is synchronous and operates in rounds. That is, at the beginning of
round k + 1, each processor receives all the messages sent to it by its neighbors at the end of
round k; after some local computation, the processor may send a message to (some or all of)
its neighbors. There is no bound on message length, and local computation is unlimited.

Graph Theoretic Notions: Consider a directed/undirected graph G = (V; E ). For any two
vertices v; u 2 V , let d(u; v ) be the undirected distance between v and u in G; note that even if

G is directed, the distance is measured on the shortest undirected path in G between v and u.
The diameter of the G, diam(G), is maxv;u2V d(v; u). Given a vertex v , the r-neighborhood of
v , for some integer r  0, is the subgraph of G induced by all vertices u such that d(v; u)  r.
The girth of G, g (G), is the length of the shortest cycle in G.
3

A set of vertices V 0  V is an independent if no two vertices in V 0 are adjacent. An
independent set is maximal if it is not contained in a strictly larger independent set. A ccoloring of G is a partition of V into c independent sets. Equivalently, a c-coloring is a mapping
: V ! f1; : : :; cg, specifying for each vertex its color, such that two adjacent vertices do not
have the same color. The chromatic number of G, (G), indicates the smallest number c, for
which G has a c-coloring.
Given a graph G, denote by  (v ) the degree of the vertex v , i.e., the number of vertices
adjacent to it; let  be the maximal degree of a vertex in G.
If G is directed, then a vertex v is a source in G if it has no incoming edges.

Labeling Problems: A labeling of a graph G = (V; E ) with some alphabet  is a mapping
 : V ! . A labeling problem L is a set of labelings. Intuitively, this is the set of labelings that
satisfy certain requirements. For example, c-coloring is a labeling problem with  = f1; : : :; cg
and the requirement that for every edge hv; ui, (v ) =
6 (u).
A distributed algorithm solves a labeling problem L if, after performing some rounds of
communication, each processor picks a label such that the labeling of the graph is in L.

3 Labeling Problems
3.1 A Lower Bound
We present a labeling problem and prove that every distributed algorithm for solving this
problem requires at least (log n= log log n) rounds, even with unbounded preprocessing. The
problem is a restricted coloring problem, where adjacent vertices should have di erent labels,
and, in addition, the labels have to be close to each other. Formally:

De nition 3.1 A coloring is k-dense, for a xed k  1, if every vertex with color c > k has
a neighbor with color c0 2 [c k; c 1].
Intuitively, in a k-dense coloring of a graph, every vertex with color c > k has at least
one neighbor with a smaller color which is relatively close to c; k captures the maximal gap
between the colors. Given a labeling of a graph, every vertex v with color c can validate its
label by examining its 1-neighborhood: the label is legal if v has no neighbor with label c and
if c > k then v has a neighbor with color c0; c k  c0  c 1. (This means that k-dense
coloring is 1-checkable, in the terminology of [16].)
We now present our lower bound result. The proof shows a graph G and a vertex v 2 G,
such that v must pick di erent labels in two di erent subgraphs G1 and G2 of G, but v has
the same 21k (log n= log log n)-neighborhoods in G1 and G2.
The proof uses graphs which have both a large chromatic number and a large girth; the
existence of these graphs is guaranteed by the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1 (Erdos [10]) For any n  1 and `, 4 < ` < n, there exists a graph G with n
vertices such that (G) > 21 (log n) and g (G) > 12 (log n= log `).

The following is immediate when taking ` = blog nc in Erdos theorem.

Corollary 3.2 For any n  1 and 2  k < 12 log n(1 1= log log n), there exists a graph G
with n vertices such that (G) > 21 (log n= log log n) + k and g (G) > k1 (log n= log log n).

The next lemma shows that the maximal color in a k-dense coloring of a tree is a lower
bound on the tree's depth.

Lemma 3.3 In every k-dense coloring of a tree T , if there is a vertex v with color c, then
there is a vertex at distance at least

c
k

1 >from v .

Proof: Since the coloring is k-dense, v must have a neighbor v1, such that c(v1)  c k.
Similarly, v1 must have a neighbor v2 , such that c(v2)  c 2k, and in general, vi 1 must

have a neighbor vi with color at least c ik. The path v; v1; v2 : : :vi 1 can be extended to vi
as long as i  (c 1)=k. Therefore, the length of the path is at least kc 1. Clearly, this is
a simple path. Since T is a tree, there is no other simple path from v to vd kc e 1 . Therefore,
d(v; vd kc e 1 )  kc 1, which proves the lemma.
We can now prove the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 3.4 For every k > 1 and n  1 such that k < 21 log n(1 1= log log n), there exists a

communication graph G of size n and a subgraph G0 of G such that every distributed algorithm
that nds a k-dense coloring of G0 requires at least 21k (log n= log log n) rounds.

Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an algorithm A which nds a

k-dense coloring within R rounds such that R < 21k (log n= log log n). Clearly, within R rounds
a vertex knows only about its R-neighborhood. That is:

Proposition 3.5 Let G1 and G2 be two subgraphs of G, and let v be a vertex of G. If the
R-neighborhood of v in G1 is identical to the R-neighborhood of v in G2 then v picks the same
label when executing A on G1 and on G2 .

By Corollary 3.2, there exists a graph G of size n such that (G) > kR + k and g (G) > 2R.
By the assumption, A nds a k-dense coloring of any subgraph G0 of G within R rounds. In
particular, A nds a k-dense coloring of G itself. Since (G) > kR + k there exists a vertex
v with color c > kR + k. Let G0 be the R-neighborhood of v in G. Since g (G) > 2R and G0
includes only vertices at distance R from v , it follows that G0 is a tree. Clearly, v has the same
R-neighborhood in G and G0. Therefore, by Proposition 3.5, v is colored c also in G0.
Since G0 is a tree, Lemma 3.3 implies that there is vertex at distance d kc e 1 from v . Hence,
R  kc 1. On the other hand, since c > kR + k, it follows that R < kc 1. A contradiction.
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Remark: For stating the lower bound in Theorem 3.4 we assume that k > 1. For k = 1,

the existence of a graph G1 with n vertices, (G1) > 21 (log n= log log n) + 1, and g (G1) >
1 (log n= log log n), implies in a similar way, that every distributed algorithm that nds a 12
dense coloring requires at least 14 (log n= log log n) rounds.

3.2 Ecient Labeling Using t-Orientation
In this section we de ne a class of labeling problems, and show a speci c preprocessing which
allows to solve them eciently.
Let G0  G be a graph that has to be labeled. Clearly, within diam(G0) + 1 rounds, each
processor v 2 G0 can learn G0 , and therefore can pick a label.1 Intuitively, the preprocessing
presented in this section orients the edges between neighboring processors, thereby assigning
priorities, in such a way that a processor is close to vertices it is oriented to (i.e., with higher
priority). We show that for some problems (including coloring and maximal independent set)
there exists a labeling algorithm in which a processor's label depends only on the vertices with
higher priority. This allows the processor to communicate only with these vertices, which by
assumption are relatively close.

3.2.1 t-Orientation of Graphs
We require an acyclic orientation in which every vertex is close to vertices that have a directed
path to it.

De nition 3.2 A t-orientation of a graph G is an acyclic orientation (that is, without any

directed cycles) of G, such that for every two vertices v and u, if there is a directed path from
v to u in the directed graph, then d(u; v )  t. The orientation number of a graph G, denoted
by t(G), is the smallest t such that G has a t-orientation.

Note that for every graph G, topological sorting implies an acyclic orientation, and therefore
we have:

Proposition 3.6 For every graph G, t(G)  diam(G).
However, in most cases we can do much better. For example, any c-coloring of G implies a
(c 1)-orientation by directing each edge (v; u) from v to u if and only if color(v ) < color(u).
This is a (c 1)-orientation since all directed paths have length at most c. This implies:

Note that if G0 is not connected then diam(G0 ) = 1. For some labeling problems, such as coloring, it is
sucient for a processor to know its connected component in G0 in order to pick a label. For these problems,
the number of rounds needed in order to label G0 is diam(G0m ) + 1, where G0m is the connected component with
maximal diameter in G0 . For other labeling problems, such as nding the number of processors in G0 , the whole
graph G0 should be known. For this kind of problems, diam(G) rounds are needed in order to label G0 .
1
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(a)

(G) = 2; t(G) = 1

(b)

(G) = 3; t(G) = 2

(c)

(G) = 5; t(G) = 1

(d)

 ( G ) = 3; t ( G ) = 1

Figure 1: Optimal t-orientations of some graphs.

Proposition 3.7 For every graph G, t(G) < (G).
For example, the orientation number of a ring is 1 if the ring is of even length, and 2 if
the ring is of odd length (using a 2-coloring or 3-coloring, respectively). Figure 1 includes
examples of optimal t-orientations for several graphs.
Recall, that our de nition of t-orientation requires only that the undirected distance between
any two vertices u and v that are connected by a directed path is bounded by t. We comment,
that Proposition 3.7 holds also for a stronger de nition, that requires the directed distance
between u and v to be bounded by t. Therefore we expect that the upper bound of (G), as
given in Proposition 3.7, can be tightened.2
A simple way to construct an optimal t-orientation is by a preprocessing that collects the
complete graph topology to some node, and then locally nds the best orientation. (This relies
on the fact that local computation power is unbounded.) It requires O(diam(G)) communication rounds. In the following we show, that while a moderate computational e ort may not
yield an optimal orientation, it allows us to nd orientations that are good, in the sense that
t is always bounded by a small polylogarithm of n.

Theorem 3.8 For every graph G of size n, it is possible to nd an O((log n)2)-orientation of

G by a randomized distributed algorithm within O((log n)2 ) rounds.

Proof: Every graph can be partitioned into O(log n) subgraphs V1; V2; : : :, such that the

diameter of every connected component in these subgraphs is at most O(log n). This is done
by the randomized distributed algorithm of Linial and Saks ([14]) within O((log n)2 ) rounds.
At the end of the algorithm, every vertex knows the id, i, of the subgraph Vi to which it
belongs, and the ids of the vertices that belong to its connected component in Vi.
This partition can be used to construct an O((log n)2 )-orientation of G within O(log n) (additional) rounds as follows. Every connected component of every subgraph is oriented acyclicly
The possible gap between t(G) and (G) is well demonstrated in a clique G of n vertices, where (G) = n
and t(G) = 1.
2
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(e.g., by centralized topological sorting) within O(log n) rounds. Edges whose endpoints are at
di erent subgraphs are oriented according to the ids of the subgraphs; that is, an edge hv; ui,
with v 2 Vi and u 2 Vj , i < j , is oriented v ! u.
Clearly, this orientation is acyclic. Furthermore, assume that there is a directed path from
v to u. That path visits the subgraphs de ned for G in a strictly increasing order, therefore it
visits each subgraph at most once. Since the diameter of every connected component in each
subgraph is at most O(log n), we have d(v; u) = O((log n)2 ).

3.2.2 Extendible labeling Problems
We now de ne a class of labeling problems for which the t-orientation preprocessing is helpful.
These are problems for which the labeling can be constructed by extending the part of the
graph which is already labeled.

De nition 3.3 Let G = (V; E ) be a graph. An extension of G is a graph G0 = (V [ V 0; E [ E 0)
where V \ V 0 = ; and E 0  V  V 0. Note that V 0 is an independent set in G0.
De nition 3.4 Let L be a labeling problem. A is an extension labeling algorithm for L if for
every graph G with a labeling in L, and every extension to G0 = (V [ V 0 ; E [ E 0), A gives a
label for each v 2 V 0 such that:
 The labeling of G0 is in L.
 For each v 2 V 0, the label of v depends only on the connected components of G to which

v is connected. That is, the labeling of v is independent of the labeling of other vertices
in V 0 and of the other components of G.

De nition 3.5 A labeling problem is extendible if it has a deterministic extension labeling

algorithm.

We now argue that some important labeling problems are extendible. Consider the following
extension algorithm for a labeling ', denoted by Am :
For every v 2 V 0 , '(v ) = 0 if and only if v has a neighbor u 2 V with '(u) = 1.

Proposition 3.9 Finding a maximal independent set is an extendible labeling problem.
Proof: Let G = (V; E ) be a graph which is legally labeled, i.e., every vertex v 2 V has a
label '(v ) 2 f0; 1g such that the vertices with '(v ) = 1 form a maximal independent set of G.
Let G0 = (V [ V 0; E [ E 0) be an extension of G. Am is clearly an extension algorithm for the

maximal independent set problem.
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Proposition 3.10 ( + 1)-coloring is an extendible labeling problem.
Proof: Let G = (V; E ) be a graph which is legally colored, i.e., every vertex v 2 V has a
label (v ) 2 f1; : : :;  + 1g and for every c 2 f1; : : :;  + 1g, all vertices with (v ) = c form
an independent set. Let G0 = (V [ V 0 ; E [ E 0) be an extension of G. The following is clearly

an extension algorithm for this problem:
For every v 2 V , de ne (v ) to be the smallest c 2 f1; : : :;  (v )+ 1g such that no neighbor
u of v has (u) = c. Such c exists because v has  (v ) neighbors, and therefore at most  (v )
colors are used by v 's neighbors. For each v 2 V 0,  (v )  , thus G0 is ( + 1)-colored.
An extension algorithm that labels a vertex with the smallest color not used by its neighbors
is suitable for the k-dense coloring problem. Therefore:

Proposition 3.11 For every k  1, the k-dense coloring problem is extendible.
3.2.3 An Algorithm for Extendible Labeling Problems
Theorem 3.12 Given a t-orientation of a graph G, for any extendible labeling problem L,
there is a distributed algorithm that solves L within t rounds on every subgraph of G.
Proof: Let L be an extendible labeling problem, and let A be a deterministic extension
algorithm for L. We describe a distributed algorithm that solves L on any subgraph of G

within t rounds.
Let G be a graph with an acyclic orientation, and let G0 be a subgraph of G. Note that the
t-orientation of G induces an acyclic orientation of G0. Consider a partition of G0 into layers
L0 (G0); L1(G0); : : :; Lmax(G0), where max is the length of the longest directed path in G0. For
any v 2 G0, v 2 Li (G0) if and only if the longest directed path to v in G0 is of length i. Note
that this partition is well de ned since G is nite and the orientation is acyclic.

Claim 3.13 Each layer Li(G0) forms an independent set.
Proof: Let v and u be neighbors in G0, such that v ! u. Every directed path to v can be

extended to u, and in particular the longest one. Thus, u belongs to a layer higher than v 's
layer.
For every vertex v 2 G0 , let G0in(v ) be the subgraph of G0 induced by v and all the vertices
in G0 that have a directed path to v . For each v 2 G0 , we partition G0in(v ) into the layers
L0 (G0in(v )); L1(G0in(v )); : : :; Lk (G0in(v )), where k is the length of the longest directed path in
G0in(v ). This partition has the following properties:
9

i

0
Already-labeled

repeat

;

Execute A(Already-labeled , Li (G0in(v )))
Already-labeled Already-labeled [ Li (G0in(v ))
i i+1
until v is labeled.
Figure 2: The labeling algorithm: code for v 2 G0

 If u 2 G0in(v) then every directed path to u in G0 is in G0in(v); that is, G0in(u)  G0in(v).
 In particular, if u 2 G0in(v), then the longest directed path to u is in G0in(v); therefore,
for every i and v , Li (G0in(v ))  Li(G0 ).
 Consequently, if u 2 G0in(v) then for every i, Li(G0in(u))  Li(G0in(v)).
The algorithm consists of two stages. In the rst stage, information is collected. Speci cally,
during the rst t rounds, every vertex v 2 G0 distributes to distance t the fact that it belongs
to G0 . All the vertices of G participate in this stage. Since G is t-oriented, each vertex v 2 G0
knows G0in(v ) within t rounds.
In the second stage of the algorithm, every vertex v 2 G0 uses A, the extension algorithm,
to label G0in(v ). The labeling is computed in iterations. In the ith iteration, v labels Li (G0in(v )).
The code for v 2 G0 for this stage appears in Figure 2.
We denote by A(H; V ) the application of A when the labeled graph H  G0in(v ) is extended
by an independent set V and all the edges which connect H and V in G0 . On each iteration
of the repeat loop, an additional layer of G0in(v ) is labeled. Denote by labelv(u) the label
assigned by v to u 2 G0in(v ), when v executes A. In particular, labelv(v ) is the label that v
assigns to itself.
The next lemma shows that the labels v assigns to vertices in G0in(v ) are identical to the
labels those vertices assign to themselves.

Lemma 3.14 If u 2 G0in(v), then labelu(u) = labelv(u).
Proof: We show, by induction on i  0, that labelu(u) = labelv(u), for every u 2 (G0in(v) \
Li (G0)).

The base case is i = 0. Note that L0 (G0) contains the sources of G0. Consider some
u 2 L0(G0) and note that labelu(u) is determined in the rst iteration, when u executes
A(;; u). Every v such that u 2 G0in(v) assigns a label to u in the rst iteration by executing
10

A(;; L0(G0in(v))). There may be some other vertices in addition to u in L0(G0in(v)), but since
the label of u depends only on its connected component which includes only u, and since A is

deterministic, labelu(u) = labelv (u).
For the induction step, assume that the claim holds for all vertices in Li (G0) for i <
j . Consider uS2 Lj (G0), and note that labelu(u) is determined in the j th iteration, when
u executes AS( i<j Li(G0in(u)); u). Every v such that u 2 G0in(v ) assigns label
v(u) when it
S
0
0
executes
A( i<j Li(Gin(v)); Lj(Gin(v))). The connected component of u in S i<j Li(G0in(v))
S
Li(G0in(u)). By the induction assumption, all the vertices of both i<j Li(G0in(u))
is i<j
S
and i<j Li(G0in(v )) are labeled identically by v and by u. Thus, since A is deterministic,
labelu(u) = labelv (u).
The entire labeling of G0 consists of the labels labelv(v ). By Lemma 3.14, it is identical to
the labeling produced by A when applied to G0 sequentially, layer by layer. Thus, it is in L.
By Theorem 3.8, we have:

Corollary 3.15 For every graph G of size n, after a randomized preprocessing that takes
O((log n)2 ) rounds, any extendible labeling problem can be solved on every G0  G within
O((log n)2 ) rounds.
Note that for the preprocessing suggested in the above results we assume that n is known
in advance.
Proposition 3.11 and Theorem 3.12 imply that for every graph G and a xed k  1, a
k-dense coloring of every G0  G can be found distributively within t rounds, assuming the
existence of a t-orientation of G. In particular, by Corollary 3.15, there is a randomized
distributed preprocessing that takes O((log n)2 ) rounds, and enables to nd a k-dense coloring
of every G0  G, within O((log n)2) rounds. Note that the lower bound for k-dense coloring,
from Theorem 3.4, is (log n= log log n).
Since the k-dense coloring problem is extendible, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.12 imply:

Corollary 3.16 Let t(n) be the maximal t(G) among graphs of size n.
Then t(n) = (log n= log log n).

4 Resource Allocation
In this section we study the resource allocation problem. This problem, in contrast to labeling problems, has an \on-going" nature and has to be repetitively solved for each instance.
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However, as will be shown below, we employ techniques and results that were developed for
labeling problems.
An instance of the resource allocation problem is a communication graph G, where the
vertices represent processors, and there is an edge between any pair of processors that may
compete on some resource. The resource requirements of a processor may vary. The current
requirements are represented formally in a dynamic con ict graph C , where the vertices are
processors waiting to execute their jobs, and there is an edge between two processors that
compete on some resource. Clearly, C  G. We denote the degree of processor pi in the
con ict graph C by i , and by  be the maximum number of rounds required to complete a
job.
An algorithm for the resource allocation problem decides when each waiting processor can
use the resources and execute its job; it should satisfy to following properties:
1. Exclusion: No two con icting jobs are executed simultaneously. (That is a safety property.)
2. No starvation: The request of any processor is eventually granted. (This is a liveness
property.)
The response time for a request is the number of rounds that elapse >from the processor's
request to use resources until it executes the job. A good algorithm should minimizes the
response time. We consider also the following property, that guarantees better exploitation of
the resources, and reduces the average response time:

De nition 4.1 An algorithm for the resource allocation is k-compact for every waiting processor pi , if in every k rounds either pi runs or some con icting neighbor of pi runs.

In Section 4.1 we prove that for every k  1 there is no ecient distributed algorithm
which is k-compact, by reduction to the lower bound for k-dense coloring, that was proved
earlier. Speci cally, we show a lower bound of (lg n= lg lg n) on the response time of any
resource allocation algorithm that is k-compact, for any k  1. Section 4.2 presents the
compact coloring problem, which is used later for compact resource allocation. In Section 4.3 we
present a distributed -compact algorithm for resource allocation, which uses the t-orientation
preprocessing.

4.1 A Lower Bound for k-Compact Resource Allocation
We show that given a con ict graph C and k  1, any k-compact resource allocation algorithm
can be used to label C such that the labeling is a d k e-dense coloring. Together with the lower
bound proved in Theorem 3.4 this implies the lower bound for compact resource allocation.
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Let G be a communication graph and let C be a con ict graph. The one-shot resource
allocation problem is to schedule the resources for C in a way that satis es the safety and
liveness conditions. A slow execution for a given set of jobs is an execution where each job
uses the resources for exactly  rounds. (This terminology is borrowed from Rhee [19].)
For a speci c algorithm, consider a slow execution with respect to the one-shot resource
allocation problem. That is, the algorithm has to schedule only one \batch" of jobs, each of
which needs the resources for the same running time, . Clearly, this is a special case of the
resource allocation problem and any lower bound for this case applies to the general problem.
Let t0 be the rst round in which some processor starts executing its job; the no starvation
property guarantees the existence of t0 . Associate with each processor pi a label (pi) such
that (pi) = c if and only if pi starts executing its job in the interval [t0 + (c 1) ; t0 + c).
Such an interval exists by the no starvation property, and hence the labeling is well de ned.

Claim 4.1 The labeling  is a (d k e + 2)-dense coloring of the con ict graph.
Proof: By the mutual exclusion property, and since the execution is slow,  is a legal coloring.
Assume now that (pi) = c > d k e + 2. That is, pi starts executing its job in the interval

[t0 + (c 1) ; t0 + c). Since the algorithm is k-compact, in every k rounds, either pi starts
executing its job, or there exists some con icting processor pj which executes its job. In the
latter case, there is a con icting processor, pj , which starts executing its job in the interval
[t0 +(c 2) k ; t0 +(c 1)). By the de nition of , pj is labeled c0, (c 2) k  c0  c 1,
as needed.
Together with Theorem 3.4, this implies:

Theorem 4.2 For every k  1, there is no k-compact distributed algorithm for the resource
 (log n= log log n).
allocation problem with response time less than 2k+6


4.2 Compact Coloring
In this section we introduce the compact coloring problem and its properties. In the next
section, we use these properties to show that processors joining the con ict graph C at di erent
times in our algorithm, agree on the same colors for processors in C .

De nition 4.2 A coloring is compact if every vertex v with color j has neighbors with all
colors 1; : : :; j 1.

Note that every compact coloring is 1-dense. On the other hand, consider a graph that is
a line of length 4, whose vertices are colored 1; 2; 3; 4. This is a 1-dense coloring which is not
compact.
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V1 = V
E1 = E
i 1

Repeat

Execute Am on Gi = (Vi; Ei)
MISi MIS(Gi ) produced by Am
For every v 2 MISi , (v ) i
Vi+1 Vi n MISi
Ei+1 Ei n f(u; v ) j u; v 2 MISig
i i+1
Until Gi is empty
Figure 3: Algorithm Am .
For a given compact coloring, let Ci denote the set of vertices
colored with i; since the
S
coloring is compact, Ci is a maximal independent set in V n j<i Cj . Consider the following
extension algorithm for a labeling , denoted by Ac : For every v 2 V , de ne (v ) to be the
smallest number c such that no neighbor u of v has (u) = c. Clearly:

Lemma 4.3 Compact coloring is an extendible labeling problem.
The next lemma claims that if we remove all the vertices colored 1 by Ac >from a graph
G, then we obtain a graph G0 such that for every vertex v in G0 , if v was colored c in G then
v is colored c 1 when applying Ac to G0 .

Lemma 4.4 Let G = (V; E ) be a graph, and let : V ! N be the compact coloring of G,
produced by Ac . Let G0 = (V 0 ; E 0) be the graph obtained by deleting all the vertices for which
(v ) = 1 from G, and let 0 : V 0 ! N be the compact coloring of G0 produced by Ac . Then
for every v 2 V 0; 0 (v ) = (v ) 1.
To prove the lemma, we consider the algorithm Am which iteratively executes the MIS
extension algorithm, Am , on a given graph G (see Figure 3). Recall, that Am labels a vertex v
with 1 if v has no neighbor from a lower layer which is labeled 1; otherwise, v is labeled with
0. Am is useful for studying Ac , due to the following claim:

Claim 4.5 For every graph G, the labeling  produced by Am is identical to the labeling
produced by Ac .
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Proof: Recall, that given an acyclically oriented graph G, a vertex v is in the ith layer,
Li (G), if and only if the longest directed path to v is of length i. The proof is by induction on
the layers of G.
For the base case, consider a vertex v 2 L0(G). Note that L0(G) contains the sources of
G. Both Ac and Am color every source v with 1.
For the induction step, assume that the claim holds for all vertices in Lj (G); j < i, and let
v 2 Li(G). Assume that (v ) = k, that is, v 2 MISk . Consider the neighbors of v from lower
layers at the end of iteration k of Am in which v joins MISk . By Ac , v is colored k if and only
if v has neighbors from lower layers with all colors f1; : : :; k 1g, and no neighbor from lower
layers which is colored k.
Since every iteration of Am produces a maximal independent set, v has neighbors from
lower layers in MIS1; MIS2; : : :; MISk 1. By the induction hypothesis, this implies that v has
neighbors which are colored 1; : : :; k 1 by Ac . By Am , v joins MISk if and only if v has no
neighbor from lower layers in MISk . Thus, by the induction hypothesis, v has no neighbor
from a lower layer which is colored k by Ac . Therefore, (v ) = k, as needed.
Proof of Lemma 4.4: By Claim 4.5, (v) = (v), for every v 2 G. In particular, MIS1(G)

is the set of vertices with (v ) = 1. Remove MIS1 (G) from G. By Claim 4.5, the resulting
graph is G0. Let 0 be the coloring produced by applying Am to G0 .
Consider the execution of Am on G. By Am , MIS1 (G) is removed from G after the rst
iteration of that execution. Since the resulting graph is G0, the remainder of this execution on
G is identical to the execution of Am on G0. That is, the execution of Am on G0 is identical to
the sux of the execution on G starting from the second iteration. Hence, v 2 MISi (G) if and
only if v 2 MISi 1(G0). This implies that for every v 2 V 0 , 0 (v ) = (v ) 1. By Claim 4.5,
for every v 2 V 0 , 0 (v ) = (v ) 1.
By repeatedly removing the set of vertices which are colored 1, we obtain:

Corollary 4.6 Let G = (V; E ) be a graph, and let : V ! N be the compact coloring of G,
produced by the extension algorithm Ac . For a xed integer z  0, let G0 = (V 0 ; E 0) be the graph
obtained by deleting all the vertices for which (v ) 2 f1; : : :; z g >from G, and let 0 : V 0 ! N
be the compact coloring of G0 produced by Ac . Then for every v 2 V 0, 0 (v ) = (v ) z .
This corollary is used in our resource allocation algorithm to show that processors joining
the con ict graph C at di erent times, agree on the same colors for processors in C .

4.3 A Distributed -Compact Resource Allocation Algorithm
In this section we describe a -compact distributed algorithm for the resource allocation problem, whose response time is i  + 2(t(G) + 1), where t(G) is the orientation number of the
communication graph G.
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We assume that  is known in advance and processors can x running phases, each consisting of  rounds. In addition, processors submit their requests for resources in entrance
phases, each consisting of t(G) + 1 rounds. A processor wishing to execute a job waits for the
beginning of the next entrance phase and then submits its request. This adds at most t(G)+1
rounds to the response time of every request. The partitions of rounds to entrance phases and
running phases are identical with respect to all the processors. Therefore, processors submit
requests in batches, with t(G) + 1 rounds between two successive batches.
The algorithm uses a preprocessing which nds an acyclic orientation of G which achieves
the orientation number of G; we use pi ! pj to denote that pi is oriented to pj . The orientation
and the entrance phases induce an orientation of the dynamic con ict graph C as follows: An
edge hpi ; pj i is directed pi ) pj if pi requests resources in an earlier entrance phase than pj or
if pj and pi request resources in the same entrance phase and pi ! pj .
For each entrance phase, the processors are partitioned into three sets:
1. Idle: Processors that do not need resources, and processors that are currently executing
their jobs.
2. Requesting: Processors that request resources in the current entrance phase.
3. Waiting: Processors that requested resources in previous entrance phases and are still
waiting for their running phase.
The idea of the algorithm is to use the t-orientation in order to merge the requesting processors
with the waiting processors, in a manner that does not delay the waiting processors and
provides short response time for the new requests. The code for processor pi appears in
Figure 4. As in Section 3.2, we denote by Cin(pi ) the subgraph of C such that pj 2 Cin(pi) if
and only if there is a directed path pj ) : : : ) pi in C .
Intuitively, the algorithm proceeds as follows. Each requesting processor pi transmits its
requests and collects the current state of Cin(pi). Upon having the initial state of Cin(pi ),
denoted by Cin0 (pi), the running phase of pi is determined by a compact coloring of Cin0 (pi ).
If pi is colored k then pi executes its job in the kth running phase, counting from the rst
running phase that begins after the end of the current entrance phase. The waiting processors
update the con ict graph and transmit it to the requesting processors. At the beginning of
each entrance phase the updated state of Cin(pi ) is obtained from the previous one by deleting
the set of processors that will begin executing their jobs in the next t(G) + 1 rounds.
First, we prove that every requesting processor pi learns about processors that may in uence
its color during its entrance phase.

Lemma 4.7 A requesting processor, pi, knows Cin0 (pi) at most t(G) + 1 rounds after the beginning of its entrance phase.
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Do every entrance phase:
If you do not need resources:

In the next t(G) + 1 rounds:
Transmit to your neighbors all the messages you receive.

In order to execute a job:

In the next round:
Receive from your neighbors the part of Cin(pi ) which consists
of processors who made requests in previous entrance phases.
In the next t(G) rounds:
Distribute that part of Cin(pi) and your request
Transmit to your neighbors all the messages you receive.
Construct Cin(pi) by combining the old part you already know
with the parts you received in the last t(G) rounds.
Use Ac to nd a compact coloring of Cin(pi ).
If you are colored k then execute your job in the kth running phase.
For every pj 2 Cin(pi),
If pj is colored k then pj executes its job in the kth running phase.

If you are waiting:

Update Cin(pi):
Remove processors that will start executing their job in the
next t(G) + 1 rounds according to your compact coloring.
Remove processors which are not connected to you anymore.
Distribute Cin(pi) to your neighbors.
In the next t(G) rounds:
Transmit to your neighbors all the messages you receive.
Figure 4: The distributed algorithm: code for pi
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Proof: The proof is by induction on the entrance phase. For the base case, consider a

processor pi that requests resources in the rst entrance phase. Directed paths to pi contain
only other processors that request resources in the rst entrance phase. Since G was t-oriented,
the distance between each processor in Cin(pi ) and pi is at most t(G). Therefore, pi knows
Cin(pi) after at most t(G) rounds.
For the induction step, let pi be a processor that requests resources in the rth entrance
phase, r > 1. Let  = pj ) : : : ) pi be a directed path to pi in C . By the algorithm, no
processor that enters with pi is directed to a processor from an earlier entrance phase. Thus,
 can be divided into two parts pj ) : : : ) pk ) pl ) : : : ) pi such that pj ; : : :; pk request
resources strictly before the rth entrance phase, and pl ; : : :; pi request resources in the rth
entrance phase.
Two successive entrance phases are separated by t(G) + 1 rounds. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, when pi joins, pk already knows the path pj ) : : : ) pk . By the algorithm, pl
receives from pk this part of  in the rst round of the rth entrance phase. Since the graph is
t-oriented, pi receives messages from all the vertices in pl ) : : : ) pi within t(G) rounds and
can reconstruct .
The next lemma states that for every pj 2 Cin0 (pi ), the assignments of a running phase to
pj as done by pi and pj are identical. That is, pj is colored k in the compact coloring of Cin0 (pi)
if and only if pj is going to execute its job in the kth running phase, counting from the rst
running phase that begins after the end of pi 's entrance phase.

Lemma 4.8 For every requesting processor pi and for every pj 2 Cin0 (pi), the running phase

assigned to pj by pi is k if and only if pj executes its job in phase k.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the entrance phase. For the base case, consider a

processor pi that requests resources in the rst entrance phase. Since pj is in Cin0 (pi), pj
also submits requests in the rst entrance phase. By Lemma 4.7, pi knows Cin0 (pi ) within
t(G) + 1 rounds. From Lemma 4.3, the compact coloring problem is extendible. Therefore, by
Claim 3.14 (that refers to the Algorithm Ac ), pj assigns color k to itself if and only if pi assigns
color k to pj in Cin0 (pi ). Since pi and pj start counting from the same round, the running
phases are counted identically by pi and pj . This implies the lemma.
For the induction step, assume that the induction hypothesis holds for all processors that
request resources before the rth entrance phase, and let pi be a processor that submits requests
at the rth entrance phase. By the algorithm, at the rst round of phase r, every waiting
processor pl removes from Cin(pl ) processors that will start executing their jobs during entrance
phase r, according to the compact coloring calculated by pl . Cin(pl ) includes only processors
that request resources before the rth entrance phase. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, these
updates re ect correctly the current state of Cin(pl ). This fact, together with Lemma 4.7,
implies that pi obtains Cin0 (pi) within t(G) + 1 rounds. Consider a processor pj 2 Cin0 (pi ).
There are two cases:
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Case 1: pj is a processor that requests resources in entrance phase r. By the de nition of
Cin(p), Cin0 (pj )  Cin0 (pi ), and using Claim 3.14, pj assigns color k to itself if and only if pi
assigns color k to pj in Cin0 (pi).
Case 2: pj is a processor that requests resources in entrance phase r0. Note that r > r0,
since Cin0 (pi) does not include any processors that request resources after pi . Let x be the

ratio between the length of one entrance phase and the length of one running phase, that is,
t(G) + 1 = x  . Let s denote the number of the rst running phase to begin after the rth
entrance phase, and let s0 denote the number of the rst running phase to begin after the r0th
entrance phase That is, s0 = s bx(r r0)c. Assume that pj assigns to itself color c0 at entrance
phase r0. By the algorithm, pj will execute its job at running phase s0 + c0 . In addition, during
the r r0 entrance phases between r0 and r, pj removes from Cin(pj ) all the processors that
will start executing their jobs during that period. Formally, all the processors colored by pj
with 1; : : :; bx(r r0 )c are removed from Cin(pj ). The induction hypothesis implies that the
updated Cin(pj ) at the beginning of the rth entrance phase contains only processors which are
still waiting.
By Corollary 4.6, a compact coloring of the updated Cin(pj ) assigns color c = c0 bx(r r0 )c
to pj . Since Cin(pj )  Cin0 (pi ), Claim 3.14 implies that pi assigns color c to pj in Cin0 (pi ). Thus,
pi determines that pj executes its job in running phase number s+c = s0 +bx(r r0 )c+c = s0 +c0,
and that completes the proof.
We can now prove the main properties of the algorithm.

Lemma 4.9 (Safety) For every two processors pi and pj , if needi \ needj 6= ; then pi and

pj do not run simultaneously.

Proof: If needi \ needj 6= ; then pi and pj are neighbors in C . Assume, without loss of
generality, that pi ) pj and hence pj 2 Cin(pi). Since Cin(pi) is legally colored, pi and pj

have di erent colors in Cin(pi). By Lemma 4.8, the running phase that pi determines for pj
is identical to the running phase that pj determines for itself. Therefore, pi and pj belong to
di erent running phases. Thus, by the algorithm, pi and pj do not run simultaneously.
We now show that the schedule becomes -compact at most 2(t(G) + 1) rounds after a
processor initiates a request for resources.

Lemma 4.10 For every waiting processor pi, after the rst 2(t(G) + 1) rounds, in every 
rounds either pi runs or some con icting neighbor of pi runs.

Proof: By the algorithm, for every waiting processor pi, the coloring of Cin(pi) is compact.

Thus, if pi is colored c, it has neighbors with all colors 1; : : :; c 1. Therefore, there is at least
one neighbor of pi which runs in each of the running phases 1; : : :; c 1. The rst running
phase in this count of the running phases begins at most 2(t(G) + 1) rounds after the request
was initiated by pi . Hence, after that round the schedule is -compact.
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The response time for a processor pi consists of three components: First, pi waits for the
beginning of the next entrance phase, which takes at most t(G) + 1 rounds. Then, during the
entrance phase, pi collects Cin0 (pi). By Lemma 4.7, this takes t(G)+1 rounds. Finally, pi waits
for its running phase. By the -compact property (Lemma 4.10), pi waits at most i running
phases, each taking  rounds. This implies:

Theorem 4.11 There exists an algorithm for the resource allocation problem whose response
time is i  + 2(t(G) + 1).
Remark: In our algorithm, i captures the number of processors that issued competing resource requests before or simultaneously with pi . That is, a processor is not delayed because of
processors that request resources after it. Note, that in general it does not mean that the algorithm guarantees a FIFO ordering. Thus, a processor pj that issued its request later than pi
may execute its job earlier (while pi is still waiting). This happens only if pi needs a \popular"
resource that was not requested by pj .

4.4 Discussion
As presented, the algorithm assumes that the system is synchronous, and that the local computing power at the processors is unlimited.
First, we remark that the algorithm can be easily changed to work in asynchronous systems,
by employing a simple synchronizer, such as [1]. Since our algorithm rely on synchronization
only between neighboring processors, synchronizer allows to run the algorithm correctly.
The details, which are straightforward, are omitted.
Second, we remark that the local computation performed in our algorithm is fairly moderate. The most consuming step is the computation of a compact coloring; this is done by
repeated application of Am , which in turn, greedily assigns colors to nodes. Furthermore,
this computation can be integrated with the collection of information from neighboring nodes.
This way, the compact coloring is computed in iterations that overlap the iterations in which
information is collected; the local computation at each node reduces to choosing a color, based
on the colors of its neighbors.

5 Conclusions and Open Problems
This work addressed the power of unrestricted preprocessing, in particular, the t-orientation
preprocessing. Several open questions remain:
1. We derive a lower bound on the number of communication rounds needed for a k-compact
resource allocation. Is there a lower bound on the number of communication rounds
needed for a resource allocation algorithm that guarantees only the safety and liveness
properties?
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2. Our lower bound for k-dense coloring depends on k, while our upper bound for this
problem is the same for all values of k. Can these bounds be tightened? In particular, is
there an algorithm for k-dense coloring whose complexity depends on k?
3. We show that the t-orientation preprocessing helps in some labeling problems. Are there
other helpful types of preprocessing?
4. We show that t(G)  O((log n)2) for every graph G of size n, and that there exists a
graph G of size n such that t(G) = (log n= log log n). Can the upper bound be reduced
to O(log n= log log n)? In particular, is there a distributed algorithm that achieves a
better orientation? Is there a non-randomized distributed algorithm that achieves a
good orientation?
5. Is it NP-Hard to determine t(G) for a given graph?
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